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Mr. Jitender Ramchandani
Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation
600 East Main Street, Suite 2102
Richmond, Virginia 23219
RE: Transit Development Plan (TDP) Update for Greater Richmond Transit Company (GRTC),
FY 2016 – FY 2023
Dear Mr. Ramchandani,
GRTC has prepared and is submitting its Transit Development Plan Update along with this letter to the
Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT). Over the past 12 months, GRTC has
accomplished several of its operational and capital objectives set for the previous year. GRTC
implemented various service changes after analyzing many of the routes, and will continue this practice
to always strive for efficiency. Below is a highlight of some of our major service changes, operational
objective achievements, and capital project updates.







The Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project made progress in the last 12 months:
o Reached 100 percent Design;
o Received the first of the CNG BRT Pulse Branded Buses;
o Began construction of the BRT training platform;
Implemented clockface headways on the Sunday Schedule.
Participated as a stakeholder in the design of a new City of Richmond local bus network along
with the City of Richmond and their consultants, Jarrett Walker and Associates, and Michael
Baker and Associates.
Enhanced our health and wellness program by completing a Fitbit challenge.
By spring 2017, GRTC will have established 45 percent of the fixed route fleet as compressed
natural gas (CNG).

The TDP Update on the following pages provides an overview of progress for all GRTC projects. Also
included in the document, are updates on the six year operation & maintenance plan, as well as the six
year capital plans.
We are pleased to submit the TDP Update Letter and the TDP Update. Please let us know if more
information is needed or if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

David Green
Chief Executive Officer
GRTC
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I.

Ridership Trends

GRTC began reporting Automatic People Counter (APC) ridership numbers for bus mode in FY 2016 and
has continued this practice in FY 2017. The data below, for CY 2015 and CY 2016 is consistent with the
practice, and reflects APC data. GRTC experienced a slight decline in overall ridership over the past 12
months from the previous year. Total ridership (bus, paratransit, VanPool) decreased by 1.03% from the
same time last year. The numbers in Table 1 below show the difference in ridership for each mode of
transportation. The numbers capture ridership for bus, and paratransit (CARE and C-Van) through the
end of December, and VanPool through the end of November. This applies to both calendar years 2015
and 2016 to allow for an accurate comparison. Analyzing each mode, bus ridership decreased by 1.04 %,
CARE ridership increased by 1.56%, C-Van ridership increased by 23.37%, and VanPool ridership
decreased by 3.65%. Bus ridership represents 92% of total ridership. Paratransit represents 4% of total
ridership. Vanpool represents 4% of total ridership.

2015
2016
Difference
Difference %

Annual Ridership Trends by Mode (CY)
Bus
CARE
C-Van
8,435,747
364,171
4,442
8,348,372
369,856
5,480
-87,375
5,685
1,038
-1.04%
1.56%
23.37%

VanPool
367,951
354,525
-13,426
-3.65%

Total
9,172,311
9,078,233
-94,078
-1.03%

Table 1

Table 2, below, and Figure 1, on the following page, provide a month-by-month comparison of ridership
trends for the 2016 calendar year. Bus ridership experienced its highest levels from March through
August. C-Van service experienced the greatest growth over previous year figures, experiencing a 90%
increase comparing January to November.
Monthly Ridership Trends by Mode
January 2016
February 2016
March 2016
April 2016
May 2016
June 2016
July 2016
August 2016
September 2016
October 2016
November 2016
December 2016
Total

Bus
619,744
689,792
758,793
714,417
711,799
735,531
733,963
711,460
689,778
699,294
661,684
622,117
8,348,372

CARE
25,744
28,910
32,849
32,116
31,427
31,713
30,942
33,977
32,368
32,055
29,230
28,525
369,856

C-Van
357
384
364
199
189
338
497
679
611
714
678
470
5,480

Vanpool
27,302
29,931
34,795
31,650
32,575
33,413
30,184
33,900
43,401
29,365
28,009
Not available

354,525

Total
673,147
749,017
826,801
778,382
775,990
800,995
795,586
780,016
766,158
761,428
719,601
651,112*
9,078,233

Table 2

*December Total and Total do not include Vanpool ridership. This number is reported on January 15th.
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Monthly Ridership Trends by Mode
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II.

Progress on Achieving TDP Goals and Objectives

GRTC has eight goals that are pursued throughout the year. By contributing to the completion of various
projects and objectives, every department helps the organization strive to achieve its goals, and
subsequently its mission and vision. The image below displays GRTC’s eight goals and how they
strategically flow from one tier to the next. GRTC understands that success starts with the employees,
and that the ultimate organizational goal is customer satisfaction. Table 3, beginning on page 8, lists all
goals, objectives, and projects tracked by GRTC and the updates for each for the previous 12 months.
The table continues through page 24.

Figure 2
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Goal 1: Improve Employee Experience
Goal 1

Improve Employee Experience

Project

Objective
1.1

1.1.1

Continue holding
health fairs

GRTC held a health fair in
October 2016, which
included flu shots. The fair
was extended to the
Temporary Transfer Plaza
Downtown. Additionally,
Health and Wellness boards
have been displayed
throughout the facility
showing health and nutrition
information.

1.1.2

Research and
implement
health-related
wellness
programs

In 2016, the Health and
Wellness committee was
expanded with additional
members to contribute new
ideas. Implemented the
walking challenge. Expanded
the Health Fair by offering Flu
shots at the Transfer Plaza.

1.1.3

Expand the
walking program

Employees participated in the
Annual Monument Avenue
10K in Spring 2016. In
November 2016, over 110
employees registered for a
walking challenge through
Corehealth.

Provide
opportunities for
improving and
maintaining health

CY 2016 Update

Objective
1.2

Provide
opportunities for
operator input on
schedules

1.2.1

Provide liaison
for operators to
communicate
with Planning &
Scheduling
Department

The Scheduling Division
provides an opportunity for
operators to communicate
with staff at the end of every
booking, and throughout if
needed.

Objective
1.3

Position GRTC as an
employer of choice

1.3.1

Improve
employee
satisfaction

GRTC held 3 “Connect
Together!” meetings to
provide a dialogue for
employee concerns/issues.
GRTC held Labor and
Management Partnership
(LAMP) meetings; discussions
included concerns from
operators, mechanics and
supervisors about dealing
with difficult people as well
as other issues.
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Goal 1

Improve Employee Experience

9

Project

CY 2016 Update

1.3.2

Make employees
feel more
appreciated

GRTC continued the CEO/new
hire meet and greet in 2016
and honored employee
veterans by displaying
memorabilia they
contributed. GRTC partnered
with Ticketmonsterperks to
offer discounts to all
employees and continued the
holiday decorating challenge
that began in 2015.

1.3.3

Identify nontraditional
benefits for
employees

GRTC started a Volunteer
program that pays salaried
employees 4 hours per
quarter for volunteering in
the community.

1.3.4

Emphasize
quality of life and
rich benefits

HR continued distributing
employee benefit flyers to
newly hired employees and
began posting them
throughout the facility as a
reminder to current
employees. The Marketing
Department also developed a
flyer comparing how
attractive GRTC’s benefits are
to other transit companies.

1.3.5

Develop an
organizationwide internship
program (unpaid)

In 2016, GRTC implemented a
summer program for high
school students that provides
them an opportunity to
complete volunteer hours
before the school year
begins. GRTC hosted 6
volunteers during its first
year.

1.3.6

Evaluate
administrative
salary structure
for potential
adjustments

The HR Department
completed a salary survey in
2016 for all administrative
positions. Pay bands were
subsequently adjusted to
maintain market
competitiveness and the new
pay scale will be
implemented in January
2017.
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Goal 1

Improve Employee Experience

Project
1.3.7

10

CY 2016 Update
Keep employees
better informed
throughout the
organization

The Marketing Department
produced bi-monthly
employee newsletters, which
are distributed or made
accessible to all employees.
The Director of
Communications also
ensured any news about
GRTC, press releases, news
releases, or internal
reminders were emailed to
all employees. When needed,
notices were posted on
employee boards
(ECB/Intranet/bulletin
boards). Several “Connect
Together!" meetings were
held during the year, open to
all employees, providing an
opportunity for employees to
provide feedback to the
company, share ideas and
voice concerns.
Miscellaneous letter mailings
were also conducted, as
needed. In the Fall, GRTC
installed throughout the
facility a series of key phrases
and words from its Vision,
Mission, and Core Values to
remind employees of these
important messages.
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Goal 2: Promote Safety First, Service Always
Goal 2

Promote Safety First, Service Always
Objective
2.1

Maintain accident
frequency at less than 20
per month

Objective
2.2

Limit accident rate per
100,000 miles to less than
seven

Objective
2.3

11

Improve security for
customers and employees

Project

CY 2016 Update
The Risk Management
Department continued to
monitor accidents through
monthly reports. If there
were noticeable increases of
accidents per month,
refresher training and other
safety precautions were
enforced.

2.2.1

Maintain the new
hire training
program

Risk Management will
continue the new hire
training program. We are also
planning to offer more
computer based refresher
training.

2.2.2

Continue the twoyear refresher
training
requirement for all
operators

This will continue; the new
computer based training will
help with this.

2.2.3

Continue to
recognize operators
through the Safety
Rewards Program

A new incentive program was
implemented January 2016
and was very well received.

2.2.4

Conduct Quarterly
Safety Meeting

Safety meetings were
conducted once a quarter
over the last 12 months and
will continue on that same
schedule.

2.3.1

Improve facility
security

2.3.2

Consolidate the 3
levels of security
documents
(operational,
physical, emergency
preparedness) into
one System Security
Program

In Summer 2016,
enhancements were made on
the front gate to restrict nonemployee access to the
property.
Risk Management will work
with other departments to
capture all necessary
information so one plan can
be created and serve as the
overall System Security
Program.
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Goal 3: Improve Operational Efficiency
Goal 3

Improve Operational Efficiency

12

Objective 3.1

Implement an internal
performance
monitoring program by
route

Objective 3.2

Review and assess
system performance
on a monthly basis to
determine if any
corrective measures
should be considered

Project

CY 2016 Update
At the end of each booking the
Planning & Scheduling
Department reviewed the
performance monitoring
report that evaluates each
route against similar routes.
Routes that are identified as
yellow or red are monitored
for two bookings before
recommendations are made to
senior management to
improve their performance.

3.2.1

Improve on-time
arrival

The Transportation
Department continued to
utilize supervisors and
CleverCAD to monitor
schedules along with soliciting
feedback from operators. Any
feedback was forwarded to the
Planning & Scheduling
Department for review.

3.2.2

Improve route
reliability

The Transportation
Department implemented a
process for evaluating the best
and worst performing
operators along with
probationary operators from
an OTP perspective. Feedback,
which will be used to make
scheduling improvements, is
submitted to the Planning
Department. Operator
absenteeism is monitored and
addressed. Corrective action is
taken, when needed.

3.2.3

Analyze timepoint
synchronization:
ensure consistency
of timepoints among
driver timecards,
Hastus, and public
timetables

Quality control measures have
been put in place to report any
inconsistencies with driver
timecards and published
timetables.
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Goal 3

Improve Operational Efficiency
Objective 3.3

Utilize CAD/AVL to the
greatest extent
possible

Objective 3.4

Strategically align fleet
to service demand

Project

3.4.1

Right-size the bus
fleet

Planning & Scheduling
continues to extensively use
run-time, boarding and
alighting data collected by the
AVL/APC system to develop
better route schedules.
Operations staff continues to
use the AVL system to locate
buses, identify and correct bus
bunching, determine detours,
and improve schedule
adherence. Planning staff
reviews the database for
AVL/APC data weekly.
A purchase order was issued
for twenty 40-foot CNG buses
and six 30-foot CNG buses.
Production is scheduled for
Spring 2018. In late November
GRTC received the pilot bus
for the new Pulse BRT service.

a)

Continue to
implement the Bus
Replacement
Program

A purchase order was issued
for twenty 40-foot CNG buses
and six 30-foot CNG buses.
Production is scheduled for
Spring 2018.

b)

Continue to add
mini buses to the
fleet

A pre-production meeting was
held and the final vehicle
specifications approved for
four 30-foot CNG buses to be
built in February 2017. A
purchase order was issued for
six additional 30-foot CNG
buses to be built in 2018.

Implement a more
efficient route and
schedule structure

The Planning & Scheduling
Department explored
clockface scheduling as a way
to make schedules easier for
customers to understand. In
November, GRTC
implemented the first
clockface schedules on select
Sunday routes.

3.4.2
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Goal 4: Improve Paratransit Operations
Goal 4

Improve Paratransit Operations

Project

CY 2016 Update

Objective
4.1

Utilize technology to
operate more
efficiently

Information Systems continued
CleverCAD upgrades to improve
efficiently in collecting data and
began transitioning away from
access database based systems.

Objective
4.2

Utilize technology to
enhance customer
experience

Information Systems updated the
mobile app and fixed bugs to
continue improving the user
experience.

Objective
4.3

Implement strategies
to avoid capacity
constraints

During 2016 a workgroup was
developed in order to address
technological and operational
issues. In August 2016 a
RouteMatch representative was
onsite to provide software
enhancements and user
improvements. An action plan
was also implemented by the
service provider.

Objective
4.4

Explore opportunities
to present fixed-route
service as a viable
mobility option

14

4.4.1

Continue fare-free fixed
route service

Paratransit riders continue to
take advantage of free local fixed
route service. CARE clients took
214,688 free fixed route trips in
2016, an increase of 8.2% from
last year.

4.4.2

Implement a Travel
Training program

The travel training instructor fully
implemented the program, which
began in February 2016. The
instructor has become certified
and a steady flow of clients
continues to participate.
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Goal 5: Promote Environmental Efficiency
Goal 5

Promote Environmental Efficiency

Project

Objective
5.1

5.1.1

Continue Green
initiative and pursuit of
ISO 14001 certification

GRTC completed both State DEQ
and City of Richmond Storm
Water Industrial Discharge
Reports. Work will continue
towards E3 status for the facility.

5.1.2

Implement a paperless
initiative and the
electronic storage of
documents

Maintenance updated various
processes to better
accommodate workflows.
Planning and initial configuration
also began to move the
requisition process to a
paperless system.

5.1.3

Continue transitioning
to an all CNG fleet

GRTC received 12 Specialized
Transportation CNG buses this
year and placed them into
service. We also issued a
purchase order for 13 additional
CNG Specialized Transportation
buses. A pre-production meeting
was held and the final vehicle
specifications approved for the
BRT buses to be delivered early
2017. Eighteen new fixed route
CNG buses will begin production
January 2017. Delivery of these
vehicles is expected during
February and March 2017. GRTC
currently operates 42 fixed route
CNG buses and 42 Specialized
Transportation CNG buses.
Receipt of the 2017 deliveries
will increase the number of CNG
vehicles to 125, or 54% of
GRTC’s entire revenue fleet.

5.1.4

Explore the purchase
of alternative-fuel nonrevenue support
vehicles

Staff continues to explore
electric and CNG fueled vehicles
that could meet GRTC's needs
for support vehicles.

15

Continue to pursue
Green building and
practices

CY 2016 Update
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Goal 6: Improve Financial Efficiency
Goal 6

16

Improve Financial Efficiency

Project

Objective
6.1

6.1.1

Consolidate
operations at the
Belt Boulevard
facility

6.1.2

Explore
companywide cost
saving measures

6.1.3

Complete
disposition of the
Davis Avenue
facility

6.1.4

Reduce overtime
for operators

6.1.5

Reduce overtime
for maintenance
personnel

Contain operating
costs

CY 2016 Update
GRTC continues to pursue
options for expanding our bus
storage capacity adjacent to the
operations center located at 301
E. Belt Blvd.
GRTC continues to transition to
CNG as part of its vehicle
replacement program, providing
significant savings in fuel
expenses. The Finance
Department identifies
efficiencies while developing the
annual operating budget and is
responsible for recommending
cost saving opportunities
throughout the year.
Sale of the Davis Avenue facility
was finalized, although GRTC is
still in the process of completing
environmental clean-up on the
property. The transaction will
allow GRTC to save $150,000
per year in operating expenses.
Transportation, Planning, and
Finance staff collaborated to
identify the optimal number of
operators needed to minimize
overtime. The HR Department
continues to recruit aggressively
in order to reach target staffing
levels. Operator availability/
overtime are monitored very
closely. These efforts led to a
reduction of operator overtime
from 7.01% in 2015 to 6.58% in
2016.
Maintenance staff now aligns
job picks and schedules to
better match vehicle scheduled
non-revenue down time as a
way to help reduce overtime.
Staff also works with HR to
replace employees lost to
retirement and other forms of
turnover as soon as possible.
These efforts led to a reduction
in overtime from 5.58% in 2015
to 4.99% in 2016.
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Goal 6

Improve Financial Efficiency

Objective
6.2

Explore and secure
new revenue sources

Project
6.1.6

Explore
opportunities to
update our
healthcare program

6.2.1

Apply for all
outstanding grant
funds

6.2.2

Research and apply
for additional grant
opportunities

CY 2016 Update
The Health Benefits Committee
meets quarterly to review with
the broker the current
landscape of healthcare at GRTC
and discuss options for
containing cost increases. The
union president participates on
the committee to encourage
acceptance throughout the
entire company.
All major grants were received
in 2016. Two additional grants
are in the process of being
reviewed by FTA and should be
approved in the coming weeks.
GRTC applied for 3 additional
grants in 2016:




Objective
6.3

17

Ensure contract
compliance

6.2.3

Research and
identify additional
fare sales outlets

6.3.1

Ensure contracts
are administered
properly

6.3.2

Ensure all invoices
are correct and
reviewed properly

Low or No Emissions Grant
(5339(c))
Bus Facilities Grant
Transportation Alternative SetAside Grant

New staff members will assist
our search efforts in 2017.
The Planning & Scheduling
Coordinator intensified
outreach to expand the number
of retail locations that sell fare
media. Outreach visits included:
7 Eleven, Food Lion, Walmart,
Target, Wawa, and Greyhound.
Marketing assisted by creating
several sales promotional items.
Additionally, Marketing and
Finance assisted with the
development of a potential
vendor purchase incentive
program. As of this update, this
program is still under
development. Ticket Vending
Machines purchased for BRT will
also serve as new sales outlets
once service begins in 2017.
FTA performed a Triennial
Review in Summer 2016 and
GRTC received no findings in the
area of contract compliance.
This is a major area of emphasis.
GRTC received no findings
during the audit review process
in 2016.
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Goal 6

Improve Financial Efficiency
Objective
6.4

18

Benchmark GRTC’s
financial efficiency
against peers

Project

CY 2016 Update
The Finance Department
completed a peer analysis of
transit agencies in June 2016
and reaffirmed our status as an
efficient operator. GRTC ranks
very high in the areas of
unlinked passenger trips per
revenue mile, net operating loss
per unlinked passenger trip and
net operating loss per unlinked
passenger trip.
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Goal 7: Improve Public Image
Goal 7

19

Improve Public Image

Project

Objective
7.1

7.1.1

Pursue marketing
campaigns for
both current
service
opportunities and
service changes

7.1.2

Expand public
outreach through
continued
speaking
opportunities

7.1.3

Promote GRTC’s
accomplishments,
initiatives, and
impact on the
region

Increase
awareness of
GRTC's strengths
and the quality of
services provided

CY 2016 Update
In coordination with the January 2016
booking, Marketing executed a
promotion for the new, extended
service for Carytown. Staff secured
donations from several area grocery
stores to give riders at the new bus
stops. A special video was produced
highlighting success of the Kings
Dominion Express. This video is
available on GRTC's social media
platforms. Another video series
covers various "Did You Know?"
messages about GRTC and the
positive impact we already have in
the communities we serve.
Marketing continued ongoing public
outreach for the Pulse, as well as
general GRTC presentations to
Greater RVA groups. The CEO also
spoke at several business and civic
meetings throughout the year.
The Marketing Department
completed its largest bus advertising
campaign in company history during
the first half of 2016, called "GRTC:
Did You Know?". Buses display a
series of messages informing the
public and riders about GRTC's
benefits to the region today. These
messages are expected to remain on
buses into 2017. The Director of
Communications incorporated GRTC's
key messages (Vision, Mission and
Core Values) into press releases and
news updates, where appropriate
and feasible. The CEO and Director of
Communications drafted and
launched a new "CEO Connector"
monthly e-blast, which highlights
GRTC's recent positive news,
accomplishments, initiatives and
impact on the region.
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Goal 7

Improve Public Image

Objective
7.2

20

Expand outreach
to the Hispanic
community

Project

CY 2016 Update

7.1.4

Brand the Vanpool
program

7.1.5

Support
community
engagement
opportunities for
GRTC

7.1.6

Partner with Main
Street Station

The Vanpool program was branded,
"R-VAN." New decals were created
for all vehicles participating in the
program and the RIDEGRTC website
was updated with the new branding
to highlight it as another element
under GRTC’s umbrella of services.
Staff continued to participate in
school and public bus outreach
events. GRTC also provided
volunteers for several community
events to include the Dominion
Christmas Parade and Christmas Box
donations to families in need. We
also provided free transportation for
the Giving Heart’s annual Community
Thanksgiving Feast and offered free
rides to veterans on Veterans Day.
Marketing began initial conversations
with the City of Richmond at Main
Street Station about opportunities to
provide information about GRTC at
their renovated space. As of this
update, Marketing is awaiting final
space details, which are expected in
early 2017.
The Marketing Department partnered
with the City of Richmond's Office of
Multicultural Affairs (OMA) to
develop a "Meet the Bus!" training
event in Spanish. A "Meet the Bus!"
at the Imagine Festival in October
counted more than 200 attendees.
The Marketing Department continued
to improve, update and expand its
Spanish-translated documents (How
to Ride Guide) printed and online.
GRTC also entered into a one year
contract with iHeart Radio to air bilingual advertisements (English and
Spanish) on MIX98.1, Q94,
1140WRVA, 106.5 The Beat. GRTC
joined the Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce, presenting about GRTC
and posting job openings on their
website. Marketing and OMA
volunteers conducted on-board
surveys of key LEP routes in
November and December.
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Goal 8: Improve Customer Satisfaction
Goal 8

21

Improve Customer Satisfaction

Project

Objective
8.1

8.1.1

Continue to pursue a
permanent transfer
center

8.1.2

Maintain onboard
security for customers

8.1.3

Provide clean, safe,
and reliable vehicles

8.1.4

Reduce wait time for
customers on-hold for
a representative

Provide more
comfortable, more
efficient, and safer
operation

CY 2016 Update
GRTC continues to seek
downtown locations for
potential transit center
operations. We identified a
viable site in 2016 and offered
to purchase the property. We
have not yet received a formal
response to our offer.
Information Systems continued
firmware upgrades and repairs
as needed for onboard camera
systems. A purchase order was
also placed for high definition
camera equipment for all new
vehicles that will be received in
early 2017.
The Maintenance Department
continued its Quality Control
Inspection Program for shop
foremen to ensure that vehicle
cleaning, fueling and repairs on
each shift are completed in a
timely fashion, correctly and to
a high standard. The training
program continues to focus on
new vehicle technology.
Certification of GRTC's
technicians through ASE is also
being encouraged.
Responding to customer needs
is extremely important and
GRTC takes pride in answering
customer service calls before
they are abandoned. Our goal
is that all calls be answered
within 3 minutes, and we
achieved a 99% success rate in
meeting that goal. A report is
generated daily to track and
monitor customer hold times.
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Goal 8

Improve Customer Satisfaction

Objective
8.2

22

Improve bus stop
amenities

Project

CY 2016 Update

8.1.5

Provide more
frequent service

GRTC participated in the
Richmond Transit Network Plan
throughout 2016. This process
serves as an opportunity to
redesign local transit service
and create an integrated
network with BRT. Wider stopspacing is also proposed to
improve service speeds. A draft
report will be presented in early
2017, followed by broad public
outreach. Implementation
activities have begun and will
continue throughout 2017. A
“bus passing” policy was also
approved in fall 2016 to
decrease travel times by
allowing operators to pass
another bus in front that is
servicing a stop.

8.2.1

Redesign bus shelters

The Planning Department
began researching new bus
shelter designs. Collaboration
with localities will occur before
proposals are solicited and a
final design recommendation
presented.

8.2.2

Develop an amenities
installation plan
including jurisdiction
specifics

The Planning & Scheduling
Department continued to
inventory and analyze each bus
stop to identify any
improvements that are needed
in all jurisdictions. This includes
making each stop ADA
compliant. 100% of the bus
stops were inventoried as of
November 2016. The final
amenities installation plan
should be complete by the end
of 2017.
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Goal 8

23

Improve Customer Satisfaction

Project

Objective
8.3

8.3.1

Provide schedule,
route, and bus arrival
information at bus
stops

GRTC continues to advance the
new bus stop signage project.
Phase 1, the installation of Tier1 enhanced information kiosks
and Tier-2 back-lit signs are
complete. Phase 2, the Pilot
Project for the Tier-3 new bus
stop signs and posts, was
completed in Spring 2016 along
Routes 32 and 72-73. Phase 3,
installation of all Southside
stops was completed in
December 2016. Each phase
includes a detailed inventory of
bus stop locations and
conditions in order to optimize
the placement of the new signs.
This will follow for the rest of
the system. The overall project
is on track to be completed in
Summer 2017.

8.3.2

Continue to improve
smartphone
applications

8.3.3

Continue to expand
social media presence

Information Systems continued
to fix bugs and prepare our
mobile app for new web
destination functionality. This
destination-driven marketing
feature will identify for
customers points of interest
within ¾ mile of a bus stop.
Followers of social platforms
(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
Snapchat) all continued to
grow. The primary platforms
updated daily are Facebook and
Twitter. Instagram gets at least
monthly updates. Snapchat is
rarely updated, but we hope to
find more exciting ways to use
Snapchat with younger riders in
2017. YouTube is updated when
new videos are developed, but
our goal is not "followers," but
rather, "views." Pulse Facebook
and Twitter pages also show
steady growth. A Pulse Blog was
launched and is updated
weekly.

Improve
communication with
customers

CY 2016 Update
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Goal 8

Improve Customer Satisfaction

Objective
8.4
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Diversify fare purchase
and payment options

Project

CY 2016 Update

8.3.4

Use the customer
service call center to
deliver key messages
and information

The Director of
Communications continues to
record updates at least monthly
for the call center queue.
Customer service alerts
continue to be posted on the
App, BusTracker and Twitter by
Customer Service
Representatives or Supervisors.

8.3.5

Continue to invest in
GRTC's website as the
primary source of
information

8.4.1

Implement Daily,
Weekly, and Monthly
Passes

Marketing continues to push
most content back to the
website. Daily updates are
made to the website, and the
homepage look is periodically
tweaked to provide a fresh
visual for returning visitors.
Marketing continued to support
this initiative (which launched
November 2015) with periodic
TV spots, digital ads and radio
ads about unlimited ride
passes. TV spots about the
passes ran in December 2016.

8.4.2

Promote GRTC's
online store

8.4.3

Plan and begin testing
fare media for a new
Specialized
Transportation
payment system

8.4.4

Implement smart
cards

A new Online Transit Store
button was added to
ridegrtc.com, prominently
featuring the online store.
Channel cards were installed in
the fleet promoting the online
transit store. Users of the
Online Transit Store will also be
eligible for monthly prizes as
part of the RIDEGRTC REWARDS
program.
GRTC is implementing a new
Specialized Transportation fare
collection system that moves
from paper ticket system to
smartcard based system. A
contract for this equipment
should be awarded in early
2017.
GRTC is researching and
planning migration to a smart
card environment to replace
the magnetic stripe technology
currently in use.
Implementation is planned for
fall 2017 prior to BRT
operations.
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Goal 8

Improve Customer Satisfaction

Objective
8.5
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Diversify services
provided

Project

CY 2016 Update

8.4.5

Implement a mobile
payment app

8.5.1

Continue to
implement Bus Rapid
Transit

8.5.2

Investigate
opportunities to
provide
Neighborhood
Circulator service and
Downtown Circulator
service

8.5.3

Continue to pursue
partnerships for new
service

Staff is currently developing
specifications for a mobile
payment app that will interface
with existing fare collection
technology. We are solidifying
a project delivery approach but
intend to begin testing by the
end of 2017.
VDOT awarded a design-build
contract to complete design
and construct the BRT project.
Construction activities began
August 18, 2016 and are
scheduled for completion by
July 1, 2018 (contract date)
although VDOT and the DB
team seek completion by end of
October 2017. GRTC issued
purchase orders for ticket
vending machines, real-time
bus arrival signs, and other
equipment needed for BRT
operations.
A scope of work is being
developed for an enhanced
Transit Development Plan,
which will include 5-year and
10-year plans. The analysis will
include opportunities for
Neighborhood Circulators and a
Downtown Circulator. Staff also
explored and developed a
concept for a demand-response
downtown shuttle service that
would be a more attractive and
affordable alternative to of a
downtown circulator.
GRTC continues to participate
in regional conversations to
enhance service. In 2016, staff
contributed to DRPT’s Greater
RVA Transit Vision Plan that
addresses local challenges and
offers a long-term plan for
transit that can shape regional
growth and transit investments
for decades to come.
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Goal 8

Improve Customer Satisfaction

Project
8.5.4

Objective
8.6

CY 2016 Update
Prioritize the
development of more
weekend service and
more frequent service

Explore customer
rewards program

Planning & Scheduling
implemented clockface
scheduling in November on the
Sunday schedule, making it
easier for customers to know
the intervals at which the bus
will depart each stop. Staff also
participated in the Richmond
Transit Network Plan that will
provide more frequent service
within the City of Richmond.
Activities related to
implementing the more
frequent service will be
performed throughout 2017.
Marketing researched and
developed a new rider rewards
program, "RIDEGRTC
REWARDS." Participating
merchants are signing on and
Marketing plans to launch the
program publicly in Spring
2017.

Table 3
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III.

Service Improvements Completed in the Last 12 Months

GRTC had four bookings in 2016: January, May, August, and November. Table 4, below, identifies which
routes changed in the bookings and provides a brief description of the change. Table 5 provides a list of
the routes that experienced changes in frequency.
Routes Changed
Route 4
Route 71

Service Description
In January, route 4 was extended west to provide service to the Carytown
Shopping area.
In January, route 71 began operating Sunday service. Service is now offered
seven days a week on the Jahnke Road corridor, connecting the Spring Rock
Green Shopping Center to Kroger at Stonebridge on Midlothian Turnpike.

Route 16

In May, route 16 was adjusted near the VCU campus to accommodate for a new
roundabout that was not passable by a bus.

Route 21

In May, route 21 was extended to serve the Walmart on Brook Road and Wilmer
Avenue in Henrico County.

Route 37

In May, one additional trip southbound was added to route 37 in the afternoon
and evenings to provide additional service to the temporary transfer plaza.

Route 60

In May, later service was offered on route 60. In August, service was expanded
to seven days a week.

Route 63

In May, one additional trip was offered on route 63, extending the hours of
service.

Route 81x

July 1st was the last day of service for route 81x.

Route 11

August 19th was the last day of service for route 11.

Route 16

In August, midday service on the route 16 to Berrington Street was discontinued.
The route now is peak only service.

Route 43

In August, a segment of the route 43 was re-routed to still provide service to
riders from the route 11.

Route 62

In August, the trips provided by route 62, became part of route 60, discontinuing
the route in name.

Route 66x

In August, route 66x was discontinued.

Route 68

In November, route 68 offered expanded evening service.

Route 101

In November, route 101 was extended to offer service to Holly Springs and
Hopkins Road on weekdays and Saturdays.
Table 4
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Route

Frequency Changes
10, 21, 34, 41-51, 45, 60-61, 63, 7071, 74, and 101
Table 5

Table 6 displays the actual revenue hours by mode for FY 2016. GRTC projects future revenue hours by
mode in an effort to assist in the budget planning process.
Revenue Hours by Mode
Mode
FY16 Revenue Hours
Bus
387,000
Paratransit (CARE)
153,726
Table 6

IV.






V.

Major Capital/Facility Improvements Completed in the Last 12 Months
In June of 2016, new access control points were added to the entrance gate of the
administration building parking area. This improvement was made as a safety precaution to
deter unauthorized vehicular access inside the property.
In November 2016, GRTC received the first BRT Pulse bus.
Ticket vending machines, real-time bus arrival signs, and onboard equipment needed to operate
BRT were ordered in fall 2016. Some purchases were already received. TVM’s will be delivered
in spring 2017.
The BRT project completed 100% Design in fall 2016.
Phase 2 and Phase 3 of the Systemwide Sign Project were completed in the last 12 months.
Phase 2 consisted of replacing bus stop signs on route 72-73 and route 32 with the new design.
Phase 3 consisted of replacing all Southside bus stop signs.
Proposed Service and Capital/Facility Improvements

Proposed Service Improvements
FY 2017
GRTC will develop the BRT schedule to be ready for October 2017. Staff will review all stop and route
change recommendations made by the consultant group, Nelson/Nygaard (2015), for the local system to
work with BRT. Nelson/Nygaard analyzed current routes that travel the same corridor that BRT will
travel, analyzed transfer activity, peak passenger volume, and peak hour bus volume. They made
recommendations for modifications near BRT stations, modifications for Express routes, modifications
to East End/Church Hill routes that could connect to BRT, as well as recommendations for shuttles in the
East End. GRTC will begin creating service schedules that include the recommended changes. There are
34 routes that currently travel some distance on the same corridor that BRT will operate.
GRTC will continue to work with the City of Richmond and their consultants Michael Baker International
and Jarrett Walker and Associates to determine a plan for implementing the Richmond Transit Network
Plan (RTNP). GRTC was a stakeholder in analyzing of the current system, which resulted in a
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recommendation from the consultants to adjust all City of Richmond routes and service to reflect 70
percent frequency and 30 percent coverage. The current system is based on 50 percent frequency and
50 percent coverage. The current network will be replaced with new route names, routings, and
schedules.
In November, GRTC implemented a clockface Sunday schedule. Staff will monitor customer satisfaction
with the schedule change through the end of the year. GRTC plans to implement clockface timing of
Saturday and Weekday schedules in 2017.
Additionally, GRTC has continued to monitor the performance of each route, identifying routes that are
continually performing poorly. Routes that continue to have low scores over two consecutive bookings
in FY 2017 will be modified for improvements in FY 2018. The following routes are on the watch list: 7,
16, 21, 23, 56, 72, and 93.
FY 2018
FY 2018 will continue the work begun in FY 2017. GRTC will continue to adjust current routes traveling
the BRT corridor. BRT will begin operating in October 2017. This service will travel from Rocketts Landing
to Willow Lawn primarily along Broad Street. The service is proposed to operate seven days a week from
5:30 am until 11 pm. GRTC will also continue implementing the RTNP, and GRTC’s FY 2018-FY 2023
Transit Development Plan will be completed.
FY 2019 – FY 2023
As funding permits, GRTC will adjust and add service, creating more connections to BRT. Discussions also
involve potentially adding BRT lines during these out years. GRTC will continue evaluating lower
performing routes and making changes as needed.
Capital Improvement Plan
Table 7 (pg. 28) outlines GRTC’s six year Capital Improvement Plan. GRTC has improved its CIP planning
process, which requires all departments to identify project tasks and costs for the current year and
future years. GRTC prioritizes and approves the budget for the projects each fiscal year, revisiting the
costs and budget annually. The Vehicle Replacement program (table 8) is developed as part of this
planning process.
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FY 2017 – FY 2023 Capital Improvement Plan

Table 7
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Vehicle Replacement Program – Overview and Details by Vehicle Type
Buses
Replacement Fixed Route
Paratransit Vehicles

FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019 FY 2020 FY 2021 FY 2022 FY 2023
18
24
11
18
0
19
5
35
15
0
0
12
12
13
Table 8-1

Fixed Route
Vehicles Eligible for Replacement in Current Year
Roll Over from Previous Years
Total
Total to be Added
Balance

FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019 FY 2020 FY 2021 FY 2022 FY 2023
0
0
11
18
0
19
5
42
24
0
0
0
0
0
42
18
24

24
24
0

11
11
0

18
18
0

0
0
0

19
19
0

5
5
0

Table 8-2

Paratransit
Vehicles Eligible for Replacement in Current Year
Roll Over
Total
Total to be Added
Balance

FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019 FY 2020 FY 2021 FY 2022 FY 2023
20
15
0
0
12
23
0
35
20
20
20
20
20
31
55
35
20

35
15
20

20
0
20

20
0
20

32
12
20

43
12
31

31
13
18

Table 8-3

Table 8-1 (above) provides a summary of vehicle purchases to be added to the fleet each fiscal year as part of the Vehicle Replacement program.
These new vehicles will replace vehicles that have reached their end of life and are due for retirement. Tables 8-2 and 8-3 list the vehicles that
are eligible for replacement in the current year; vehicles that became eligible for retirement in the previous year (carry forward), but have not
yet been replaced; and the number of vehicles that are to be added each year, replacing vehicles eligible for retirement. The balance refers to
the net of vehicles still eligible for retirement that will be carried over to the next year. Table 8-2 is specific to fixed route vehicles. Table 8-3 is
specific to paratransit vehicles. The projections are re-evaluated each year based on available capital funding as part of the Capital Improvement
Plan.
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VI.

Current Year Cost and Funding Sources

Table 9, below, provides an overview of expenses and revenue for FY 2016 and FY 2017. The left side of
the table details the FY 2016 actual expenditures and the FY 2017 budget for Operations &
Maintenance. The right side of the table details the FY 2016 actual expenditures and projected
expenditures for Capital. Operations & Maintenance expenses were projected to be 5% higher in FY
2017 than the actuals of FY 2016. Capital expenses for FY 2017 are projected to be 338% higher than in
FY 2016. This large increase in FY 2017 capital expenses is attributed to projected BRT project expenses.

Revenue and Expenditures
FY 2016 Actuals and FY 2017 Budgeted/Projected

Table 9
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VII.

Financial Plan

Financial Plan - Operating Budget
GRTC has prepared a six year operating budget. Table 10 displays the FY 2016 actuals, FY 2017 revised, and the FY 2018 – FY 2023 projections.
Operating expenses for BRT are incorporated in the FY 2018 – FY 2023 projections. FY 2018 has a projected expenditure increase of $3,286,372.
BRT operating expenses are projected in the GRTC Bus Rapid Transit Financial Plan for Capital and Operating Costs (September 15, 2015). Each
fiscal year expenses and income will be revised based on the actuals of the prior year. Revised revenues for FY 2017 are 5% higher than FY 2016
actual. FY 2018 is projected to have a 7% increase in revenue and expenditures related to the operation of BRT beginning in fall 2017. GRTC has
taken inflation into consideration, and has estimated a 1% increase in revenue and expenditures in FY 2019 and a 2% increase from FY 2020 to
FY 2022.

FY 2016 – FY 2023 Operating Budget

Table 10
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Financial Plan - Capital Budget
GRTC has prepared a six year Capital Budget. Pages 28 and 29 above provided the Capital Improvement Plan, project-by-project, over the next
six years. Table 11 provides an aggregate of the expenses matched with the revenue sources. The table includes FY 2016 actual, FY 2017
projected, and FY 2018 – 2023 projections. GRTC projects to have a large increase in expenditures in FY 2017 – FY 2019 due to the Bus Rapid
Transit Project.

FY 2016 – FY 2023 Capital Budget

Table 11
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